Five adjectives that describe me:

artistic, short, teacher, dark hair, creative

My name (first? last? nickname? all?) in different fonts (35pt minimum and identify the name of the font):

![Names](image)

Shapes using the 1) Shaper Tool, 2) Rectangle (and nested) Tools, 3) Curvature Tool, 4) Brush Tool:

- Ellipse Tool
- Shaper Tool
- PatlBrush Tool
- Curvature Tool
- Star Tool
- Pattern Fill
- Decorative Border Stroke
- Created Outlines
  Scroll pen stroke & adjusted weight
  Variable width profile

Copy and Paste some of your results from the first section, or use individual letters.

Effects: 1) Stroke, 2) Effects>Stylize Menu, 3) Effects>Photoshop Effects, Gradient, Window>Swatches>Swatch Library